This paper investigates prosodic aspects of turn-taking in conversation with a view to improving the efficiency of identifying relevant places at which a machine can legitimately begin to talk to a human interlocutor. It examines the relationship between interaction control, the communicative function of which is to regulate the flow of information between interlocutors, and its phonetic manifestation. Specifically, the listener's perception of such interaction control phenomena is modelled. Algorithms for automatic online extraction of prosodic phenomena liable to be relevant for interaction control, such as silent pauses and intonation patterns, are presented and evaluated in experiments using Swedish map task data. We show that the automatically extracted prosodic features can be used to avoid many of the places where current dialogue systems run the risk of interrupting their users, as well as to identify suitable places to take the turn.
that speakers have finished what they intended to say when they become silent, and that these points in time are also suitable places for the system to speak. Such endpoint detection triggers on a certain set amount of silence, or non-speech. The method makes sense; given that a speaker is allowed to complete what she/he intends to say, the end of the utterance is likely to coincide with silence at a place where an interlocutor might take the next turn. The method segments speech into reasonably sized units, in many cases corresponding to sentences or some sentence-like units. However, spontaneous conversational speech frequently contains silent pauses inside what we would intuitively group into turns, complete utterances or sentence-like units, and inside what are indeed semantically coherent units. Typical examples are hesitations such as 'You will get to a eh [long silence] well what shall we call it'. Silences (or hesitations) may even occur inside prosodic words or compound words: 'There is a eh cycleway and some horse-[long silence] path maybe'. Thus, dialogue systems using silence-based endpoint detection run into problems with unfinished utterances when encountering spontaneous speech, as the silences following them are not likely to be suitable places for the system to speak, and as unfinished utterances may be difficult to interpret [Bell et al., 2001] .
There are a number of common tasks within speech technology and natural language processing where it would be useful to perform automatic segmentation into units that better match what humans perceive as finished utterances. The following two types of tasks summarize our primary motivation for this work.
(1) System barge-in. Computers may want to use speech to notify human interlocutors about various events, for example 'coffee is ready'. This is perhaps analogous to a meeting secretary, and it is important that the barge-in behaviour is perceived as polite.
(2) Interaction control, turn-taking, feedback. Segmentation of user input is essential for the conversational components of a dialogue system, notably for identifying suitable places to speak [Heldner et al., in press] . A dialogue system is likely to be perceived as a better conversational partner if it has a clearer idea of when human interlocutors have finished talking, and if it is able to respond rapidly.
In advanced spoken dialogue systems, spoken language understanding and interaction control are combined. The AdApt system, for example, uses a semantically based approach in order to deal with the problems that occur as a result of silence-onlybased utterance segmentation [Bell et al., 2001] . Another semantic approach is used in Skantze and Edlund [2004] .
The study presented here represents a continuation of work presented elsewhere [Edlund et al., 2005; Heldner et al., in press] . Here, we explore online prosodic analysis with the aim of bringing human-like interaction control capabilities to conversational computers. More specifically, we look at prosodic phenomena liable to be relevant for interaction control, such as silent pauses and intonation patterns. It is worth noting that although our primary goal is to create natural, human-like spoken dialogue systems, human-computer conversation experiments provide good evidence as well as counterevidence for the relationship between interaction control phenomena and their prosodic manifestations. phenomena such as silent pauses; various intonation patterns (rises, falls, down-steps, up-steps); decreases in speech rate; final lengthening; intensity patterns; centralized vowel quality, creaky voice quality, and exhalations. Note that both rises and falls have been associated with turn-yielding. These cues are typically located somewhere towards the end of the turn, although not necessarily on the final syllable [e.g. Ford and Thompson, 1996; Local et al., 1985 Ogden, 2001; Wells and MacFarlane, 1998 ].
Similarly, there are studies suggesting that certain prosodic or phonetic cues are associated with turn-keeping, and these cues are of course also potentially relevant for interaction control. They include phenomena such as glottal or vocal tract stops without audible release; a different quality of silent pauses as a result of these glottal or vocal tract closures; assimilation across the silent pause, and other 'held' articulations (e.g. lengthened vowels, laterals, nasals or fricatives) Ogden, 2001] .
Certain intonation patterns are associated with turn-keeping. In particular, level intonation patterns in the middle of the speakers' fundamental frequency range have been observed to act as turn-keeping cues in several different languages. For example, Duncan [1972] reported that any pattern other than a level tone in the speaker's mid-register signals turn-yielding in English. Thus, the mid-level pattern acts as a turnkeeping signal, although Duncan did not use that term. Similarly, Selting [1996] reported that level pitch accents before a pause are used to signal turn-holding (or turnkeeping) in German; Koiso et al. [1998] observed that flat, flat-fall and rise-fall intonation patterns tended to co-occur with speaker holds (i.e. turn-keeping) in Japanese, and in another study on Japanese conversations, Noguchi and Den [1998] reported that flat intonation at the end of pause-bounded phrases acts as an inhibitory cue for backchannels. Furthermore, in a study of final pitch accents and boundary tones in the turntaking system of Dutch, Caspers [2003] identified two intonation patterns that seem to be associated with turn-keeping: an accent-lending rise followed by level high pitch used for bridging syntactic breaks between utterances, and a filled pause with a mid-level boundary tone for bridging hesitations within syntactic constituents. However, Caspers could not find any intonation patterns clearly associated with turn-yielding. This observation led her to conjecture that turn-changing is the unmarked case and that only the wish to keep the turn needs to be marked with specific intonation patterns.
When delving into this impressive body of work, it is worth noting that the methods employed were impressionistic auditory analyses or manual acoustic analyses for the most part. The observations rely on full access to the knowledge of trained linguists. This is perhaps reflected in the fact that several cues in the above-mentioned studies were defined with reference to either the metrical structure or to the accentual structure of the utterances [e.g. Wells and MacFarlane, 1998 ]. In order to capture these cues, accurate classification into metrically heavy and light syllables, as well as into (focally) accented and non-accented words is required. These classifications in turn require access to information that is not present in the acoustic signal alone. Consequently, it may not be possible to operationalize all of the abovementioned cues for use in online, automatic systems. Some cues however, such as intonation patterns immediately before silent pauses, are more readily available for automatic analysis.
Silent pauses are frequently used for chunking the speech stream into manageable units for speech technology applications. The end-of-utterance detectors in current automatic speech recognition typically rely exclusively on a silence threshold somewhere between 500 and 2,000 ms for delimiting the units to be recognized [Ferrer et al., 2002, and references mentioned therein] . That is to say that the output of the recognizer comes in chunks corresponding to speech bounded by 'long enough' silent pauses; that recognizers using these pauses may deliver the users' dialogue contributions to the dialogue system only when there is a 'long enough' pause, and furthermore that the system response times are long.
However, as noted above, silent pauses may be indicative of turn-yielding as well as of turn-keeping, and spontaneous speech frequently contains silent pauses also within segments we would intuitively call utterance units, and within segments that are indeed semantically coherent units. Presumably, the uncomfortably long silence requirement of 2,000 ms mentioned above is used in the hope of excluding such utterance-internal silences. Part of the goal of this study was simply to assess the extent of this problem. Human listeners can discriminate these utterance-internal pauses from utterance-final ones using other prosodic cues, gestural cues and knowledge of semantic completeness. However, these pauses are often well above the silence thresholds in the end-of-utterance detectors. Moreover, these silences often occur before semantically heavy words without which the unit preceding the pause may be difficult to interpret.
Method
The method used in the present study is in many ways similar to that used by Koiso et al. [1998] and Caspers [2003] . That is, map task dialogues were segmented into pause-bounded units -so-called interpausal units (IPUs). The transitions from one IPU to the next were classified in terms of speaker changes and speaker holds. Prosodic features were extracted from the region immediately before the boundary, under the assumption that information relevant to interaction control is localized just before the speaker changes or holds. In addition, we supplemented the speech material with several kinds of mark-up and offline analyses, and we evaluated the predictive power of the automatically extracted prosodic features for making interaction control decisions.
Speech Material
The speech data used for the present study consist of Swedish map task dialogues recorded and transcribed by Pétur Helgason at the Stockholm University [Helgason, 2002] . Map tasks were designed to elicit natural-sounding spontaneous dialogues [Anderson et al., 1991] . There are two participants in a map task dialogue: an instruction giver and an instruction follower. They have one map each, and these maps are similar but not identical. For example, certain landmarks on these maps may be shared, whereas others are only present on one map, some landmarks occur on both maps but are in different positions. The task is for the instruction giver to describe a route indicated on his or her map to the follower.
The Swedish map task data used in this study consist of recordings of two pairs of speakers. Within each pair, each speaker acted as giver once and as follower once. They were recorded in an anechoic room at the Phonetics lab, Stockholm University, using close-talking microphones, and facing away from each other. They were recorded on separate channels with a good separation of the channels. In other words, the data were obtained under close to ideal conditions. The tasks elicited spontaneous dialogues with a number of disfluencies and hesitations, where almost every turn was acknowledged by another turn or by means of verbal feedback. There were four dialogues containing about 1,100 dialogue contributions (including feedback or backchannels) and the total duration of the four dialogues was about 1.
These recordings were accompanied by verbatim transcriptions, tentatively segmented into dialogue contributions, but there was no indication of stretches of overlapping speech [for further details on the Swedish map task data, see Helgason, 2002] .
Segmentation into IPUs
As in Koiso et al. [1998] and Caspers [2003] , the material was segmented into IPUs. The details of our segmentation, however, differed from the previous ones in several respects. First, each of the giver and the follower channels was automatically segmented into speech and silence using a basic speech activity detector (SAD). The frame level decisions produced by the SAD were smoothed and a minimum silence of 300 ms was required. The minimum silence decreases the likelihood of detecting pauses in the occlusion phases in stops (that often exceed the 100-ms threshold used in previous studies). Second, each transition from speech to silence in the giver's channel where there was no overlapping speech in the follower's channel was marked as an IPU boundary. Transitions from follower to giver were left out for simplicity, whereas omitting cases of overlapping speech was motivated by a wish to avoid interruptions and contributions where there is competition for the turn, since these are not what this study aims to model.
Speaker Change vs. Speaker Hold Classification
Each IPU selected was labelled as an instance of either speaker hold ('hold') or speaker change ('change'). The 'hold' label was given to those IPUs that were followed by a contribution from the same speaker, that is the giver (recall that only the giver IPUs were investigated). The IPUs that were followed by a contribution from the other speaker (i.e. the follower) were labelled 'change'. This mark-up was also made automatically, based on the acoustic signal in the giver and follower channels. Note, however, that this mark-up makes no distinction between turns and backchannels. If a giver contribution was succeeded by a follower contribution, there was a 'change' irrespective of whether the follower contribution was a backchannel. Thus, transitions that Koiso et al. [1998] and Caspers [2003] would have classified as 'hold' due to backchannels on either side of the silent pause were classified as 'change' here. The speaker change vs. speaker hold classification was later used as a gold standard for the predictions based on prosody.
This mark-up shows the actual turn of events in the dialogue: it is a direct reflection of the interlocutors' behaviour ensuring that the speaker changes and holds were perceived as such by the participants as well. It does not, however, show how things must be by necessity. A speaker change may, for example, be an unsuitable place for a polite contribution if the follower interrupts the giver in the actual dialogue. Similarly, a speaker hold may be a suitable place for the follower to give a contribution, except one where the follower simply refrains from saying something. In addition, it is far from obvious that a place where the follower contributes a backchannel is good for any other contributions than backchannels. The opposite, a backchannel instead of some other turn, is probably more acceptable.
A speaker change then, in our approach, is speech in the giver channel followed by at least a 300-ms silence in the same channel, and non-overlapping speech in the follower channel ( fig. 1) . Thus, we exclude a small number of potentially interesting cases where there is a speaker change with a slight non-competitive overlap. For reasons of temporal resolution, the minimum amount of silence between giver and follower in a speaker change transition is 10 ms. Correspondingly, a speaker hold is speech in the giver channel followed by at least a 300-ms silence and then more speech in the same channel. The minimum amount of silence between contributions in 'hold' transitions is thus 300 ms.
In addition to the segmentation of IPUs, we extracted the intercontribution intervals (ICI) -the actual durations of silent pauses between the IPUs (i.e. interspeaker intervals in the case of speaker change and intraspeaker intervals in the case of speaker holds). Again, this was done automatically and with a temporal resolution of 10 ms. Fig. 1 . Schematic illustration of a speaker change (from giver to follower). Long enough silent pauses are pauses that exceed 300 ms, and the minimum amount of silence between giver and follower contributions (ICI) is 10 ms.
Perceptual Judgments
As the classification of speaker change vs. speaker hold only illustrates the actual events, not how things have to be, judgments of how each IPU was perceived by human listeners were added as a reality check. The task for the judges was to decide, based on a presentation of 2 s of speech prior to the silence (but not what followed after the silence), whether the speaker was finished or not at the end of the IPU. Three judges (two are the present authors) independently judged every IPU in the speech material (824 cases) on a five-point scale where 1 represented definitely unfinished; 2 probably finished; 3 could be unfinished or could be finished; 4 probably finished, and 5 definitely finished. Eighteen judgments were lost for technical reasons yielding a total of 2,454 judgments.
Assuming that it is suitable to take the turn after IPUs that are perceived as finished, these judgments may be seen as a mark-up of potential places for speaker changes. Correspondingly, assuming that it is unsuitable to take the turn after IPUs judged to be unfinished, such judgments indicate places perceived as unsuitable for speaker changes.
Prosodic Feature Extraction with /nailon/ Primarily, this research aims at finding and describing the turn-taking information that is encoded in the speech signal, and how this information can be extracted. One way of accomplishing that is to test extracted results against some gold standard -a flawless record often assembled by asking human judges or by somehow describing human behaviour. In our case, the matter is made more complicated by our wish to extract only such information that humans have access to in real dialogue situations -we are for example limited to left context only. Limiting ourselves to such information as is accessible to humans is not just a method to safeguard against some possibly confounding variables -it is also necessary if the resulting analysis is to be useful in practical applications, such as spoken dialogue systems. The prosodic analysis tool described here is on-line in the sense that uses no acoustic right context or look-ahead. On the acoustic level, this goes well with human circumstances. Humans rarely need acoustic right context to make decisions about speech segmentation. On the contrary, they often seem to be able to predict turn endings and suchlike. Naturally, semantic expectations provide quite considerable 'look-ahead' to humans, and in an ideal system these should be used in conjunction with acoustic analysis. Furthermore, albeit not a theoretical requirement, any implementation must run in real time in order to be useful as far as live user studies are concerned. The present implementation is real-time in the sense that it performs in real time, with a small and constant latency, on a standard PC.
The on-line real-time prosodic analysis is implemented within /nailon/ (a phonetic anagram for online), a Tcl/Tk package based on the Snack Sound Toolkit [http://www.speech.kth.se/snack/]. /nailon/ uses Snack to manage sounds and to extract intensity, voicing and pitch information. In its present state, the package also captures speech duration, voiced speech duration, silence duration, and the relative position of intonation patterns in an on-line estimation of the speaker's F 0 range. The analysis is in some ways similar to that used by Ward and Tsukahara [2000] , and is performed in several consecutive steps, including speech activity detection, voice, pitch and intensity extraction, pseudo-syllabification and intonation pattern classification.
In order to be on-line as well as efficient, each step is performed on a small, continuously moving window consisting of a small number of 10-ms frames. In the experiments presented here, the window size is 300 ms, or 30 10-ms frames. The latency of the system is a function of the frame size plus whatever processing time is needed for each step and each frame. The algorithms used here are implemented incrementally, keeping both processing and memory footprint to a minimum. Each processing step is described in detail below.
Speech Activity Detection.
A basic SAD is used to discriminate speech from non-speech (or silence). This decision is based on a noise threshold determined from the intensity distribution (simply the local minimum following the first local maximum in the distribution). A measure of the intensity (in dB) is computed for every 10-ms sound frame and the intensity distribution is updated continuously. Any frame with more energy than the threshold is marked as speech. The sequence of frame level decisions is converted into durations of speech and silence segments by requiring that a minimum number of consecutive frames (10 frames or 100 ms in the present experiments) be given the same classification in order for a change to be reported. This padding removes some of the effect of various lowenergy components of speech such as fricatives, short silences such as the occlusion part in stops, and various short high-energy segments embedded in silences. Although this SAD is simplistic, it is so far sufficient for our needs. SAD is a vivid research topic, but here, we are interested in the extraction of prosodic features, and from that point of view SAD is a prerequisite, not a research topic in itself. It will not be discussed further here.
Voice, Pitch and Intensity Extraction.
A pitch extractor (the ESPS get-F 0 program included in Snack) acquires information about voiced and unvoiced speech frames and the F 0 values of the voiced frames. This sequence of frame level voicing decisions is used to compute durations of voiced and unvoiced speech, again under the requirement that a change is stable over a number of frames for it to be reported, to allow for artefacts introduced by the pitch tracker. The F 0 values in hertz are transformed into semitones relative to a fixed value and smoothed using a median filter (currently over 9 frames). The median filter is applied separately to correct for the pitch extractor's inability to smooth the pitch curve over such short speech segments. The semitone-transformed F 0 data are then used to estimate speaker F 0 range based on the cumulative distribution of F 0 data. The F 0 range is bounded by a topline and a baseline defined as the cumulative mean Ϯ2 standard deviations (also calculated cumulatively). The semitone scale is used to ensure that the ϩ1 standard deviation interval is the same musical and perceptual interval as Ϫ1 standard deviations. The F 0 range is divided into three equal parts: high, mid and low. Intensity is treated in a similar manner: the median filtered intensity in decibel in each frame is used to incrementally build up a cumulative mean Ϯ2 standard deviations.
Pseudo-Syllabification. The pseudo-syllabification algorithm is loosely based on Mermelstein's [1975] technique to find intensity minima in the speech signal by using convex hulls. Convex hulls are continuously tracked over the median filtered intensity values. Note, however, that only voiced segments are included. The convex hulls are taken to correspond to pseudo-syllables that can be retrieved and analysed as the need arises. In the present experiments, the last convex hull that has been seen over the intensity curve is extracted each time a sufficiently long (300 ms) silence is detected.
Intonation Pattern Classification. Whenever a sufficient silence is found, the information from the pseudo-syllabification is used to point out a number of frames that roughly corresponds to the last syllable nucleus (i.e. minimally the vowel) before the silent sequence. The information from the pitch extractor pertaining to the pseudo-syllable is then used to classify the intonation patterns. These intonation patterns are classified in terms of their position in the F 0 range (currently as high, mid or low tones) and in terms of their shapes (rises, falls and level tones).
Turn-Keeping and Turn-Yielding Decisions
Finally, the speech and silent pause durations in combination with the intonation pattern classification are used to make decisions about interaction control. Any silent pause in the giver channel exceeding the pause threshold (i.e. 300 ms), which is preceded by a mid-level intonation pattern, belongs to the 'turn-keeping' category. Silent pauses followed by low intonation patterns are categorized as 'turn-yielding'. All other places belong to the 'don't know' category.
The thresholds and parameter values were manually set in the initial implementation used in the tests reported here, but they were set before the tests were performed and have not been subsequently altered to improve results on the current speech material. In future versions, they should be optimized based on corpus studies.
Evaluating the Predictive Power of the Automatically Extracted Prosodic Features
To evaluate the predictive power of the prosodic features extracted with /nailon/, the interaction control decisions made by /nailon/ were compared with what actually happened in the dialogues, that is the automatic classification into speaker change vs. speaker hold described above.
Results and Discussion
The Extent of the Problem with Silence-Based Segmentation By combining the results of the perceptual judgments and the automatic speaker change vs. speaker hold classification, we can get an estimate of the extent of the problem with silence-based segmentation in spontaneous dialogues. Table 1 shows the distribution of perceptual judgments of the IPUs tabulated against the speaker change vs. speaker hold classification.
Several observations can be made. First, to state the obvious, all the speaker hold cases represent pause-bounded units where no speaker change occurred, and these cases correspond to 52.3% of all silent pauses in the material. Some of these speaker hold cases were judged as probably or definitely finished utterances, and may be seen as potential places for speaker changes only that no speaker change occurred. These cases are not part of the problem with silence-based segmentation. However, by collapsing the votes for probably and definitely unfinished as well as those for probably and definitely finished and taking the majority vote across the three judges, we find that the speaker hold cases judged to be unfinished correspond to 36.7% of all pauses (table 2). These cases pose a real problem for silence-based segmentation since they are the cases where a dialogue system using silence-based segmentation runs the risk of interrupting its users. These are the cases we want to avoid.
There was also a substantial number of pause-bounded units where speaker changes actually occurred (47.7% of all pauses). By collapsing the votes, this time for probably and definitely finished, and then taking the majority vote across the three judges, we find that the majority of the speaker change cases (83.5%) were indeed perceived as finished utterances (table 2) . So, these are the places where we want the system to speak. Finally, there were also a few cases where speaker changes occurred Before determining the majority votes across the three judges, the probably and definitely unfinished cases were collapsed into the category unfinished, and the probably and definitely finished votes were collapsed into the category finished. The column labelled 'disagree' represents the cases where no majority vote could be established. Table 2 . The distribution of the majority votes for the perceptual judgments although the judges felt that they were probably or definitely unfinished (15%). Some of these were probably deliberate interruptions, and therefore not places where we want to detect an opportunity for the system to speak.
In addition to illustrating the problem with silence-based segmentation, tables 1 and 2 give an indication of the amount of noise in the data. In the majority votes by the three human listeners, 27.8% of the 'hold' cases were perceived as finished and 15% of the 'change' cases were perceived as unfinished (table 2). In our view, this points to the minimum error we can expect from an automatic categorization, unless it has access to more information than the human judges were given.
Would Increasing the Silence Threshold Solve the Problem with Silence-Based Segmentation?
The minimum amount of silence required for IPU segmentation in this study was 300 ms. Humans often respond even faster than that, yet longer minimum pauses are often used in spoken dialogue systems in the hope of ensuring correct turn-taking behaviour. The question, then, is: does an increased silence threshold solve any problems involved in silence-based segmentation? Table 3 presents the proportion of IPUs that resulted in a speaker hold in five subsets of the material, each consisting of the IPUs with an ICI above a certain threshold.
In order to assess the amount of errors created by using silence as the sole basis for turn-taking decisions, and to find out how successful the strategy of lengthening the required silence is, we analysed the map task dialogues to see how 'hold' and 'change' depended on ICI. As noted before, most current systems use silence thresholds of 500 -2,000 ms, and our system currently requires 300 ms of silence. First of all, it is worth noting that less than 50% of the turns in the map task dialogues had an ICI of more than 500 ms, implying that continuously waiting for 500 ms or more before responding is not natural. Considerably more, over 70% of the turns, are captured if the minimum ICI is lowered to 300 ms. Even more interestingly, the percentage of 'holds' is virtually unchanged whether one looks at all IPUs with a minimum ICI of 300, 500, 1,000 or 1,500 ms. At ICIs of 2,000 ms or more, the percentage of 'holds' falls somewhat, but the material is too small to be reliable -we only have 19 instances to go on. The numbers suggest that the only thing a spoken dialogue system would achieve by using a silence threshold of 2,000 ms is a sluggish behaviour.
Can Prosody Help in Solving the Problem with Silence-Based Segmentation?
Requiring longer silences obviously does nothing to solve the problems involved in silence-based segmentation, but can prosody and intonation patterns help? Recall that 223 Phonetica 2005; 62:215-226 Prosody in Interaction Control level intonation patterns in the middle of the speakers' fundamental frequency range have been observed to act as turn-keeping cues in several different languages. Based on the prosodic features extracted with /nailon/, the automatic classifier classified each IPU into one out of three categories: 'turn-keeping', 'don't know' and 'turn-yielding'. Table 4 presents the results tabulated against the speaker 'change'/'hold' classification. The material contained 824 IPUs, 28% of which were classified as 'turnyielding', 16% as 'turn-keeping' and 56% ended up in the garbage category 'don't know'.
Among the IPUs classified as suitable for turn-taking (i.e. 'turn-yielding'), the speaker changes were in the majority (69%). Correspondingly, the speaker holds were in the majority in the IPUs classified as 'turn-keeping' (82%). From a different point of view, the classifier identified at least 41% of the possible places for turn-taking (recall that some of the speaker holds were perceived as finished by the human listeners -these may well be suitable places although no speaker change actually occurred; table 1). Furthermore, if only the 'turn-yielding' IPUs are seen as suitable places for turn-taking (and 'turn-keepings' and 'don't knows' are pooled), the classifier identified 84% of the places where interruptions are impossible.
In a spoken dialogue system, the fairly large garbage category produced by the parameter settings in this experiment can be pooled in two ways. If used conservatively, 'don't know' and 'turn-keeping' would be pooled and the system only takes turn at IPUs categorized as 'turn-yielding'. Such a system would avoid 84% of the IPUs unsuitable for system utterances, and detect roughly every second opportunity for a system utterance. The approach is suitable for a system that barges into human conversations, perhaps in order to give notifications. Conversely, a more aggressive system would pool 'don't know' with 'turn-yielding' and only avoid taking turns when the categorization gave 'turn-keeping'. This would avoid 24% of the unsuitable places whilst detecting 94% of the suitable places. The latter strategy would be used in a system that engages in a dialogue directly with a user.
It is possible to improve these results if the thresholds used in the classifier are tuned with machine learning techniques, and with further subdivisions of the 'don't know' category, for example by adding categories such as backchannels, listings, feedback on various grounding levels [Allwood et al., 1993; Clark, 1996] . We intend to explore these possibilities in future work.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have explored on-line prosodic analysis as a means to improve the interaction control in spoken human-computer dialogue. The experiments have shown that dialogue systems relying on silence-based segmentation run the risk of Change  23  212  158  393  Hold  105  255  71  431  Total  128  467  229  824   Table 4 . Automatic classification of IPUs into 'turn-keeping', 'turn-yielding' and 'don't know' tabulated against the classification of speaker changes and speaker holds interrupting its users in as much as 35% of all silent pauses, at least if they encounter speech of the kind investigated here. Furthermore, we have shown that the number of incorrect turn-taking decisions can be reduced substantially by combining standard silence-based endpoint detection with an automatic classification of intonation patterns. In the process, it is also possible to decrease the length of the required silence without any loss in performance. This can be used to make a conversational computer more responsive by allowing it to reply faster without simultaneously making it more obtrusive.
Level intonation patterns in the middle of the speakers' fundamental frequency range were found to act as turn-keeping cues, and may thus be used to avoid interrupting human interlocutors with high precision. Although there are several observations of the function of these mid-level intonation patterns, to our knowledge, they have never been used for avoiding interrupting users in spoken dialogue systems before.
Rising intonation before a silent pause can be associated with turn-yielding as well as with turn-keeping [e.g. . As 51% of the rising intonation patterns co-occurred with actual speaker changes and 49% with speaker holds, we opted to have /nailon/ classify these as 'don't know'. However, it is evident that the classification would benefit from a more thorough analysis of rising intonation preceding silent pauses. We suspect that a fourth conditional turn-yielding category is needed (in addition to 'turn-yielding', 'turn-keeping' and 'don't know') to capture places where only certain types of contributions, such as positive feedback, objections and clarification requests, are permitted. We intend to explore these possibilities presently, although this probably cannot be done without taking lexical aspects into account.
In general, it is clear that prosodic analysis is not enough to create conversational computers with interaction control skills at near-human levels. Humans use higher levels of understanding and a variety of information. We feel, however, that on-line access to prosodic information provides a valuable source of information that should be combined with other sources to guide the interaction control in conversational dialogue systems.
